
 
 
 

Action Guide 
How To Enroll Clients With FaceBook Messenger and 

Other Direct Messaging Platforms 
 
Welcome to Facebook Money Messenger Pro… if you’re looking to create a sales 
conversation with a potential lead or client, you’re in the right place. If you’re looking to 
generate a solid lead on Facebook without coming off as a pushy self-centered 
SALESPERSON… this is the perfect method for you to use. 
 
We highly recommend that you use this tool to generate very niched leads for free. We 
will start with your Facebook Profile account, so make sure that you have one! 
 
This tool has three parts to it and you can automate this whole process once you create 
your flowchart and scripts!  *** Before you start, set your profile to public so everyone 
can see you and so you are fully searchable! This course and direct messaging tools 
can be applied to all Social Media platforms too. 
 
Part One 
Write your bio and fill out all of your page information. Include something highlighting 
your character, your hobbies and your line of work. The key with Facebook is not to be 
blatant about promoting yourself or turning your profile page into an advertising channel.  
 
Remember what makes Facebook so powerful is the ability to connect socially, so if you 
are interested in something… like it and leave comments. Remember that all roads will 
lead back to you. Join as many groups that reasonate with you as possible. Interact, 
interact, interact! 
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Your Facebook Profile is for building relationships, so don’t overdo it with business 
plugs. Keep the ratio of posts at a one (1) advertisement to every seven (7) personal 
posts. If you’d like, you can put a link to your website in your bio if you have one. 
 
Fill out your profile context, feel or atmosphere. Meaning, what are three words that 
summarize your page. 
 

1.) ____________________________________________________________ 
 

2.) ____________________________________________________________ 
 

3.) ____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Part Two 
Sending private messages to your friends or contacts. How to do it properly and what 
scripts to follow. Assume that you have two types of friends on Facebook. Those that 
you are really close with and those that you have only spoken to once or twice. The 
later don’t know you very well, so you need to follow protocol properly.  
 
The primary purpose of this Facebook Messenger Hack is to generate warm leads and 
new business opportunities for you. The secondary purpose is to connect other people 
to your friends that will benefit them!  
 
Find people in your friends list that would make great potential clients first. Start with 
them. Then target people in your friends list who have other friends that would make 
great clients for you. 
 
Assume that each time you message a friend it will end up differently and require some 
custom writing (aka copy)… however, it’ll still follow three steps. You can create your 
own variations and your own custom scripts as you move on. 
 
Start with an opener. We recommend starting a spreadsheet or Google Doc with up to 5 
openers in it. Here is a great example of an opener script for someone that you don’t 
know well.  
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[Script (opener / cold): How’s it going? We haven’t talked much and I wanted to 
say hi.” 
 
Or you could say: “We have a mutual friend ________, how did you two meet?” 
 
Or you could say: “I have a friend that’s also into ___(Name their hobby or 
profession), I’d like to send them a friend recommendation for you... would you 
mind?”] 
 
Those were openers. The only thing that you need to know about the opener is that it 
should be original, authentic and easy to reply to. Remember, people are busy and they 
are overloaded with stimuli while on Facebook! 
 
Next, you could script a few second level questions in case they don’t respond or incase 
they do respond.  
 
For the second level question, you must know something about them either personally 
or from their profile (recent timeline or bio). The second question will touch on their 
business or their major interest / passion. (Not their family if you don’t know them) 
 
 
 
 
 
[Script (2nd level question / cold): “I was wondering, were you always teaching 
yoga since you were in Arizona?” 
 
Or you could say: “Can you reccomend a specific type of yoga move to help me 
relax prior to bedtime? 
  
Or you could say: “What got you into becoming an attorney that specialized in 
probate?”] 
 
If you asked the right type of open ended question with your Level 2… your next 
question should be super easy. At this point one of two things happened in the 
conversation.  
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One, they went into great detail about their job, their passion or their hobby. If this 
happened, great… there are two replies that you could follow up with. The first would 
be, “That’s great, what would be the best way for me to reccomend you to a friend who 
may need your services…” or you could ask them another Level 2 question that dives 
deeper into their profession, hobby or interest.  
 
Remember, people love talking about themselves… LET THEM! In fact, even more… 
get interested in them… really try and help them… really try and match people to them 
that might be beneficial.  
 
Ok, ok, now for the second way that the pervious Level 2 question could have went. 
They ask you a question about yourself or what you do. This would be a Level 3 answer 
or answer back. Below I listed a good (general) script for one of those, especially if you 
don’t want to come off as a social media lead generation ninja...lol. 
 
 
 
 
[Script (Level 3 Answer / cold): “Hey James (Use their first name)... Thanks for 
asking. I’ve been a sales trainer and professional speaker here in Las Vegas for 
the past 8 years. Luckily, I love what I do and get to help salespeople. So, if you 
know any, I’d be the one to help them boost their numbers! Anyway… Did I see 
that you were in Barbedos this last week on your timeline? I love that place. I 
keep meaning to go back.  
 
Hey, I have a friend that’s also into Yoga… could I send them a friend 
recommendation for you? You’re still teaching right?” 
 
Or you could say (for the attorney example): “Hey, I have a friend that has a 
parent in the hospitol, could I recommend them to you as a Facebook friend?”] 
 
The key to Level 3 questions and answers is that you want to be confident in saying 
what you do, how much you love it and even who exactly you help… however, you want 
to make sure that you turn it back around on them so they don’t feel like they were just 
pitched. 
 
Now… if and when they inquire further, you move to a close. The closes from Facebook 
Messenger are considered Level 4 closing questions. We go much further into these in 
our expanded version of this program. If you’d like to enroll in the upgraded version of 
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this program just contact us by CLICKING THIS LINK to set up a time to talk about it 
with myself or someone from our team.  
 
So, before you move into a Level 4 close, have your specific intention in mind and have 
a “call-to-action” clearly defined in your mind and set up. You must know if you are 
looking to send this lead to a landing page free give-away, phone consultation page or 
similar social media outlet lead generation page. Maybe, your business is more formal 
and you can give them your phone number… maybe you’ll ask for theirs.  
 
Everyone closes differently… know yours backend system! Below are a few examples. 
 
 
[Script (Level 4 Closes / cold): “Hey James (Use their first name)...  We could talk 
a little bit easier over the phone or in person, what’s the best number for me to 
call you on sometime?”  
 
Or you could say: “Cool, It may be easier to send you to the page we created for 
it. Thanks for asking about it. It’s been a passion project of mine for some time 
now…! Here’s the address http://GIVETHEMYOURADDRESS.com.  Defenitely let 
me know if you like the design, our designer spent a few weeks on it… lol.” 
 
Or you could say: “Tell you what, it may be easier to meet in person. How about 
we go get a coffee on Tuesday. Sound good? I work near Tivoli Village in 
Summerlin, there’s a great coffee shop there! Is noon a good time for you?”] 
 
This action guide is a general rule of thumb for the 4 ways to interact with someone over 
Facebook Messenger. We get way more detailed in our complete program as to the 
psychology behond each method. We also go into the simplest way to automate this 
process with a reliable outsourced virtual assistant.  
 
In essence, we hope you enjoyed this Action Guide and start using it today for creating 
warm leads. If you’d like additional support with sales conversion, scripts, referrals, 
sales closing techniques etc… just let us know or set up a free strategy session if they 
are still available. THose links are below. Also, feel free to print this, complete it by hand 
and send it to me at corey@coreyteramana.com so I can give you some feedback. 
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Great work so far…! Way to go. 
 

 
If you enjoyed this and are interested in developing next level 
leadership qualities to support your life, your business and your 
relationships, come try out our Inner Circle Leadership Mastermind 
team. Over the years, both men and women alike have been 
coming together to play a bigger game that directly impacts their 
success with everything in life, including their finances and their 
overall effectiveness in relationships. Click here to check it out!  
 

 
And if you’d like to speak with me personally about your unique situation, you can set up 
a FREE strategy session where I can bring you my highest level of consultation support! 
Click this link here to get on my calendar. 
 

 
 

 
Looking for a powerful sales funnel (website) solution designed to 
help you generate leads, convert sales and increase your overall 
business success?  
 
Great, I’ve built you a few and I’m giving you all three of my proven drag and drop 
funnels that I’ve used to make money with and simplify my business life! They even 
come with a free 14 day trial so you can see if you like the software called ClickFunnels. 
Hands down, it’s the best I’ve ever come accross!  
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To download any or all of these prebuilt funnels, all you have to do is click the images or 
copy and paste their individual links into your browser. The best news is that the 
download will start automatically! 
 
Here is the first funnel… click this link to start automatic download and free account 
setup: https://app.clickfunnels.com/funnels/6099983/share/rtu6p47o2v8akqk9  

 
 
 
Here is the second funnel… click this link to start automatic download and free account 
setup: https://app.clickfunnels.com/funnels/6832062/share/b4ap1yygadqbgt8m  

 
 
Here is the third funnel… click this link to start automatic download and free account 
setup: https://app.clickfunnels.com/funnels/6982386/share/v136tz3kvvxn43vq  
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